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1.

INTRO DUCT ION

tion.

Nature is generous in her methods of reproducEut rhen she fails or nian changes conditions, man

often finds that propagation of trees and plants for at
least the first ¿art of their life Then they are protected
froni the external conditions that usually threaten them,
man may consider Jaure too slovr in her
is advisable.
ay of reprodnction of the species and so e assists her
by procuring seed and sowing it in reas he has deemed fit

r

trees.
Yhe tonic for this thesis as first picked in
order to supply some necessary data concerning certain of
for planting

and growth of the

This data concerned the number of
seeds per ound, purity percent, and germination percentages of species that heretofore had had little or no work
done on them along this line. ±igures of this type ould
our Oregon hardwoods.

together with other data for other species of trees to
supply a complete list of ds.ta useful to the nurseruan
and the forester.
tfter confering with Professor . F. TinCulloch
of the Oregon State College, School of Forestry, it was
decided that data for i: e following trees might be useful. These were Oregon Ash-(Fraxinus oregona), Bigleaf
or Broadleaf aple,-(Acer macrophyllum), Oregon Thite Oak(Q,uercus garrana), Oascara-(Rharimus purshiana), and other
species, time permitting. Seed for the first three species
go
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Tas
1:Tas

collected at once by the author while that of Cascara
to be purchased.

Ï

-as

found difficult to obtain seed

for the last naued species aud so no work was done on it.

Due to the fact that data had to be collected
prior to and during the experinents concerni'g collection,
storage, and procedure in testing seeds, this infornation

was incorporated into the thesis, thus changing the origit a Dart of a

inal objective of the thesis and rnakeiu

newer objective that rounded the thesis out to a

workable paper.

riore

Thus the paper was chan ed to Collection,

storuge, and germination tests for seeds with soecial

reference to seeds of imortant Oregon hardwoods.

Although much work has been

dne

on the general

subjects of collection,storage and individual germination
tests, there has been no previous data

orked out on the

seeds of the species indicated.

And so the purpose of

h.e

paper is to review

the general iethods of collection, storge, and

gemma-

tion tests and Th point out specific material relative to
the three species chosen.

Further to present data pertain-

ing to the number of seeds per pound, the purity,

and the

germination percentages of threc Oregon hardwoods, Oregon
Ash, Oregon

Thite Oak, and Bigleaf ilaple.

3,

COLLECTIOÏ_OF SEED
The time of co1letion of seed de?eds on
things,

(a)

when the fruit or seed matures or ri e:s,

the nature of the seed or fruit.
to

sie

t' -o

'o

This latter factor refers

ana weight of the fruit, whether it remains on the

tree or drops, whether the fruit opens or remains closed
(1)

while on the tree.
Time of Collection

Since weather a d altitude nay make a difference
in the ti e the seed usually matures, the average date of

maturity

not suffic lent and !person.1 inspection should

i

be made, the fruit opened, and the seed exariined.

ulpy fruits usually become soft and the color

Fleshy or

changes at maturity.

Jruits of cascara, elder, and hack-

herry are illustratiu:e of this type of fruit.

But in the

case of dry fruit, external a pearances are not always

suffioien.

he seeds of maple, oak, ash and others show

a marked color change.

hese things do not apply to con-

iferous suedes since the external appearnaces of

ther

fruit is not indicative of their maturity.
sees that nature in the spring

often must 1e collected then.

early summer

instance, cottonwood

scater soon after their maturity

and willow seed

arch to July

.Vor

ai:d

ana. so

in

must he collected as soon as tiey

(2)

are Tipe.

Others can be collected as they ripen iu the

fall. These nay be large

acorns

,

fall to

walnuts
ihe

,

nd Teavy fruit such as oak

hickory-nuts

,

beech

and.

chestnuts that

round shortly after maturing.

since the

4-.

acorns

fis'

o

fruit that fall are defective,

cases due to abortion and
rait

orrainess,

it is

:iost

advisable to

until a large part of the crap has fallen before
(1)

starting collection.
'

:

ere are certain species

fruits late into the
fro

i.rinter

tot

retain their

and so collection of seed

these species can be done at leisure.

this classification are the ashes,

Species under

cataLDha, maple, honey

locust, sycamore, hass'ood, holly and birch.
AnotheT

hat can be follored in learn-

iethod

ing just when to collect the seed of certain species is
to ra ch the rodents and birds to see when they start

them or storing them away.

eatin

Seeds collected during a good seed year have

been found to have

u.ch better viability and germination

capacity than those collected in mediocre or poor seed
(5)

This has not been thoroughly explained but :any

years.

lay it to the fact that nature naturally
every few years ioth in

juality an

îves a gond crop

.uantity.

iddle

ag-

ed trees in the open or along roads and fences give the

bigger seed crops and if vigorous, are among the best sources of seed.

It has been found that seed taken from the
(2)

top of the tree is best.

ethods of Collection

Methods of collection of seed or the fruit can
he classified under three headings:
1.

Collection from the ground or T'ater c'urses.

5e

stnding or felled trees.

2.

Uollection

3.

Collection from squirrel hoards.
'he type of Feed that is collected ftom the

ground is that from species producing large fruits that

fall

the ground

t.o

inopened or those producing

vy seed that is not scattered

îe

r

her.-

wind or some mechar.-

hese are collected by hand.

ical riethod.

large

Seed of smal-

1er size or small fruited species, especially those rind

disseminated, can he found in depressions and at the hases
of slopes.

E::ariples of the first

named type are oak, wal-

nut, chestnut, horsechestnut, and sycamore while

tcse

found in depressions are the winged fruit of elm, maple
and ash.

The seeds of birch, elm and maple can he collected in

:he

eddies of streams that these trees are

growing along.

fund

They are dried in the shade and then care-

fully cured in the storage houses to :revent molding.

Collection of seed from standing trees presents
a problem.

This type of collection aplies to wind dis-

seminated. seeds, fruits,

small fruits that are hard. to

pick from the ground and fruit of seeds that would drop
the seeds if not picked when ripe.

It

is

often hard to

climb trees to collect fruit or seed although this is the
ìost common method.

3o

sugested that whenever

hen climbing is

dne,

it has been

possible, the seed should be dis-

lodged onto a canvas spread below the tree and than gathered rather than collecting it

hi1e climbing, since the

6.

maximum of safety will

hen be insured.

when this sugges-

ted method is i:ossihle, adequate measures should he taken
to

(jften tools similar to

)revent any falls.

runing tools

with long handles have been used in collecting the fruits
of certain species.

Lhese tools can be used both from

the pround and from the trees.
ït is often advisable to follow lumber opera-

tions and collect the fruit or seed before the slash is
ith this type of practice it is easier to get

burned.

the seed from the upper crown where it is considered the
best.

he disadvantage of this method is that it is not

alsys possible

to find a lumber operation at the right

time of year or with the right species.

The third metho(. named, that of collection from

squirrel hoards, applies

rincial1y

to coniferous species

although some seeds of deciduous species

can.

be lound in

the squirrel hoards.

hro cedure followed in Experiments
The acorns Df

he

regen

hite Oak were collected

in the fall of the irear directly from the ground and at

once treated with carbon disul hide to fumigate the acorns

and

Qard against infestation

the acorn.

of the weevil that attacks

his was done by subiecting the acorns to the

vapor of carbon disuiphide for a period of

1 to 3

hours.

This treatment was apparently successful since there was
no further infestation of the acorns collected.

be

ell to state that the vapor did sear so

e

It might

of the embr-
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yos of the acorns that

had,

already started to sprout.

Ihese acorns, however, did continue to s:rout during the
stili remained creen except for the spots that

tests

had been seared.

The winged fruit of the maple and the ash were

collected from the trees.
seed collected

i

a

'he trees were climbed and the

cloth bag made for the purpose.

needs

were collected over a wide area indiscriminately as ias
possible

in

order to get as good a sample as could. be

gathered.

CLANING OF SEEDS
It has been found the best practice to clean

seed after collection and before storage not only for the

economy of saving of space, but also to prevent molding
and other bacterial work that might start in the organic

impurities found mixed with the seed.

This may include

the re'1ova1 of wings of winged fruits (seeds of certain

hardwoods such as maple and ash are sown with the wings
on and so dewinging is not necessary), husks,

fleshy parts as well as twigs
seeds.

and.

burrs, or

oiter corering

of

Although clesning may be done by hand or with the

aid of the wind., most seed is now cles.ned with the use of
a fanning mill such as are found in feed. stores and cori-

riercial seed companies.

3TORAGE OF SEED
As the best tine to sow seed is when it is ripe,
and since

he time of ripening does not correspond with

8.

the ti

of year that is 1est for planting, it is often

.e

necessry

to store seed till it is wanted.

:'Lost

sed

that

ripens in the late fall and winter must he stored till the

following spring.

Some seed even require an "after-ripen-

(3)
ing't

Seed

period before they will germinate properly.

of species such as dogwood, hawthorn, holly,

junier vib-

If it is uot stored

urnum, and yew illustrate this point.
right, the seed may lose its viability.

For this reason

and to prevent the growth of mold and other infestations
that might hann the seed, a somewhat moist atmosphere and
a low temperature

are considered very important in the

storage of seeds.
ilethods of_Stor

It has been acceDted that the successful

of seed requires that respiration

storge

and transpiration be

()
reduced to the lowest

ossible degree.

The two follow-

ing methods are used to accomplish this.

Seed is either

kept:
1.

At moist conditions at a low temperature.

2.

In a dry condition at low temperature but with
a

uniform degree of moisture.

The first named condition is best met by strati-

fication in a cold storage plant.

tifying the seed (see fig.

1)

This consists of stra-

in moist sand, the sand be-

ing kept in containers in a cold storage plant
330 and 390 F.
temperature is kept between

lar

here the

This particu-

method has been found the best in climates that are

9.

non-uniforni in

1ov

tempc;ratures during tue winter.

seeds are stored in the ground, stratific&tion has proven t e best nietbod. Seed storage in the
ground, although giving the satisfactory results, has not
Tihen

shown as good

results as has stratification in cold stor-

i'nother riethod practiced is to place the seed in
(3)
burlap bags and then bury then in the soil . But with this
process orecautions must be taken against internal heating
and rotting resulting in a loss of viabilit. lerhaps
another practice should be nentioned, that of simply pilIng the seed in heaps and covering them with leaves or
straw, and with the advent of cold weather, with a layer
his method is sinple and econoriical in pracof earth.
tice but has a disadvantage in that the covering over the
seed must be removed at just the right time to prevent
losses in the seed as well as loss of viability.
Because of the novelty of the thing, it might
(3)
seed
running
water.
The
in
oÍ
to
storage
rell
mention
he
procedire follored is to place 11e seeds in mesh wire sacks
and sink them into running water at a moderately low ternperature. 5:he teTuperature must not be too cold or too
warm nor should tbe water be stagnant. ''his method has
not proven very satisfactory in many cases due to the fact
that soue seed start germination and the embryos are bruised 1y floating articles in the water. Also water rodents,
fish and insects eat then or otherwise damage them.
.he second named method, that of dry storage,
age.

lo.

Fig. i --- Stratification

C

Rows of seeds
b. Moist sand
e. 1Tooden box
a,
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has been the one in riost
methods are ordinary

conimon

storae

usage.

The most simple

of the seed in bins, bags,

or boxes. These have their disadvantages in the fluctuation of temperature as vel1 as humidity. Dften seed is
stored in oiled paper and cloth bags hich lieve then been
tightly tied. This has been a vast i:wrovement over he

previously

named method.

Another method that has also gained import is

that of storage in cans or carboys. Usually it is advisable to reduce the dry weight about i or 2 before sealing. The seeds are then put in huge carboys, some of them
of about 5 or 10 a1lon capacity and sealea. Even -ith
this practice fluctuation of temperature is bad and a lovr
-

temperature
Lut the practice

the

ftr

t5

that is

that of sacking or

coming more and more to

boxing, the seed as before

at a lo temperature
and a high humidity. As far as dry storage is cohcerned,
this method is recognized as the best by experts. It has
much the same advantages as those of moist storage in cold
storage but is used for different species.
ethods for Particular ,pecies
There has been much research on tue storae of
the acorns of the oaks. The best and most successful nie thod that has been found and is noiy in practice in the
Southern States is to stratify the acorns in moist sand
and iiuniediately put them in cold storage at 33° to 39°i.
and then placing them in cold storage

12.

If tT-ey are not stratified, they must be kept in a damp

room

ith the temperature slightly

point and turned over every

fevr

abve

the freezing

days to prevent molding

(8)

and heating.

Both maple and ash seeds are stored by commonly
stored by stratification in sand or by stratification in
sand and then placing them in cold storage.

Due to the lack of facilities, the seed tested
in the experiments

was stored simply by placing them in

cloth bags or in 1

allon jars.

SEED TESTING AND SEED_QUALITY
Seed testing is concerned with

te

purity, the

number of seed per pound, and the germination capacity or
percenta:e of seed.

These factors are all imporLaut to

the forester in raising artificially, seedlings for a

tree crop.

Purity
Purity of seed, uually expressed as a percentage,
is useful in many species of seed because it approximates

the amount of impurities in the collection of seed so that
an allowance can be uade for these imurities in weighing
it out,

t

is based on the

weight of the secd before the

impuritiesare removed as compared with the i:eight after
the impurities are removed.

iost percentages of this sort

are based on clean seed.

A simple purity test was run on samples of ash
and maple seed used in this thesis.

hese percentages
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which are for seed with the wings on since most seed of
ash and maple are planted that way viere:
Oregon Ash

----------aple -------

89

89%
Broadleaf
Due to the fact that the cupswere either loose
or gone from the acorns at the time of collection and
the seed 'as collected by hand, no data can be presented

for the purity of oak acorns.
Average Number of Seed

ound.

the number of seeds per pound of seed
for various species of trees is helpful in the planting
of seed, vhether in a nursery or broadcast seeding of areas.
ln nurseries, a fairly definite number of seedlings are
raised per square foot of seedling bed and with data of
this sort, it is possible to get the recjuired. nuiber and
so control the number of seedlings that are beine raised.
The process fol1ov.'e at arriving at these f igur
es is fairly simple. lt consists of weighing out and
ither 1 pound of -eed
counting various samples of seed.
is weighed out each time and counted or else a fraction
of a pound is weigherR out, counted, and then the figure
arrived at, converted into a final figure on the basis of
the pound . ln order to get an average representative
figure, a lrge number of samples must be taken from a

Dta

on

stock of seed collected over a wide area.
s it is advisable to clean seed beore storage
anyway, most data on number of seeds per pound is based on

14.
hen iringed seeds are being

cleaned seed,

the f i?nre
ed seed.

ma

be

either

on

tested or used,

the basis of winged or de-wing-

Since the species of ash and maple discussed in
the thesis are planed ith the wings on, figures are based on winged fruit. As the whole acorn is planted in the
propagation of oak, the data arrived at pertaining to oak

the whole acorn.
The riaterials used in collecting data on uregon
hhite u ak, Broadleaf :aple, and Oregon Ash concerning the
number of seed per pound were a set of fine netric system
balances. Iuch precision as gained by this type of scale
would not have been necessary in the particular seed that
was tested because of its size, but for very small seed,
balances of this sort 'ould be advisable.
he fol1oin data was arrived at, figures representing the number of seeds per pound.

is based

on weight of

_____ç____.__ __n
Oregon Ash

iJaxirnumAverage

12,463

13,624

13,O37

116

151

129

3,040

3,16

3,072

Oregon Yhite Oak

Broadleaf Iap1e
Germination f ests
Germination

tests,

used in finding the

viability

or germinative capacity and gemination percentaf,es, are
of three types. These are the cutting tests, often called
direct inspection, the physical test, and ihe germination

15.
(7)
tests with apparatus.

CnT ests

If a cutting test is to be made, it should be
done soon after the seeds are collected. it serves as a
supplementary test when a high degree of accuracy is wanted.
A

sample of around 200 seed is taken.

soaked in Pater for one to ten days before the

They are

test is run.

ith the aid of a sharp knife, and
the endosperra and embryo examined ìth the use of a good
a 10 times lens is preferable)
lens or iicroscope.

Seeds are then cut open

(

fail

to develop are called blind.
Viable seed are plmnp, firm and sweet smelling. The embryo
is discernible and ofcen r'reen. Blind, wormy, rancid, moldy or shriveled seed and otherwise damaged kernels are conSeeds in which che kernels

sidered non-viable.
The advantage

It requires little

of this

test

1

es in

its

speed.

equipment and takes a short time,

iv-

ing results at once rather than in thirty to sixty days
as is the case in most other tests. The dìsadvantage is
test of viathat it can not always he considered a

tre

bility.

CuttiestsonSe1ected

Spec les

In running the cutting, tests on the oak, ash,
and the maple, the seeds or fruits were first soaked 48
hours in cold water and then the seed coats removed.
Then each was cut open or split open at or near the nat-

16.

ural line of dehiscence between the cotyledons and the
endosperm. and the seed proper examined for evidence of

the embryo.

This was done with the naked eye but rioreso

with a telescope rigped as

a

microscopr.

fication was found to be ten times.
firty seeds eacu were usea 10

eae

ihe best

iani-

everai samples of

speies.

The follow-

ing data was calculated.

Germination

Species

Oreon Oak --------------- 73.73 %
Broadleaf Maple ------------ 62.80 %

Oregon Ash --------------- 48.63

'J

ysical Test
The physical test works on the assumption that

fresh seed, full of moisture, when suddenly heated, will
swell and explode.

It

is based on the fact that moisture

contet of the seed

is

indicative of viability.

of fresh seed

Samples

re suddenly heated and the viable kernels

will swell and explode while the old, over-dry and blind
seed will not.
is simple,

The advantages of this test are that it

clean, and short with results at once.

The

disadvantages lie in the fact that it is not always a
true test, that the temperature of the seeds must be

carefully watched, and that the test cannot be used to
any extent on stored seed.
(J-erminat Ion

Tests

The essential thing in a germination test is
that the seed must be brought in contact with adequate

17

heat, moisture and oxyen, constant and controlled. uoisture should not be in the form of free water but the humidity should be fairly high. the tem.perature most favorable
is from 500 to 800 F. Air should be available to supnly
oxygen and to permit the escape of carbon dioxide.
nihe acceptibility of an apparatus for germination depends on its use of soil as a medium or use of
he former method is good
some other medium than soil.
because it is more near the actual condition, while the
latter method refers to the use of sawdust, moss, blotting
aper, clay dishes and various other germinating anoaratus
whl.ch reciuires secial attention.
when soil is used as the medium for germination
tests, it has the advantage in that it is most nearly like
the actual conditions. The method used. is to fill gerniination flats (small low boxes) (see fig. 5) or beds with a
mixture of one-half sand and one-half garden loam. The
seed is then either planted just under the surface of the
soil or laid on top. the flats or beds are then curefully
tended. they can either be left in the open or kept in
greenhouses. The test is run over a period of 30 to 60
days, the seeds being examined and recorded as they germmate. At the end of the period, the remainder of the
seeds left unsprouted are dug u and the cutting test run

length of time that is necessary to make
this test sometimes make it prohibitive. And although it
more :early approximate the na ive hat itat, conditions
on them.

The
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are ideal vhich leaves one to wonder just how accurate a

test of this sort would be.
ï

:ethods of germination test with a medium other

than soil are wide and diversified.

methods in use and

a

few of

t

ihere have been uany

ese will be reviewed.

The most simplified method of testing is by the
use of blotting papers and dishes.

Seeds are placed be-

tween sheets of damp blotting paper and kept in covered
dishes.

Another method is to use a large dish and a

small poraous dish in which are place the seed.

The large

dish is filled about one-quarter full with water and the

All is covered by a

Small porous dish placed inside.
sheet of glass.

(see fig.

2)

The Geneva tester, as illusrated by figure
is one of the older and

turai seed.

Seed

is

3,

roven methods of testing agricul-

placed between the folds of muslin

as is shown in the illustration, and moisture is

brught

by capillary action thru the cloth to the seed from the
(10)

water in the bottom of the ran.
The Tourney germinator

ith its ise of funrels

and the Jacobsen germinator, an adaptation of the mason
jar,

::aVe

proven satisfactory in some testing, especially
(10)

the former one.

Germinating ovens are in general use at the various seed testing stations

t

:ruout the states and have

proven their worth in the testing of forest seed.

some

seed geminate best at a fluctuating temperature while
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY
OREGON STATE COLLEGE
CORVALLIS, OREGON

1g.

Fig.

2

--

Gerinating pan

;L_-C b
d

a.
b.

Glass cov

c.
d.

Impervious dish
ater level

Porousdish for seeds

(lo)

Fig. 3-- Geneva seed tester
f

a.
h.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Impervious pan
Glass or metal rod
Fold or pocket between rods
Cloth suspended in wa e- from 1orer p r o fold
Position of the water surface below the fold

Glasecover
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others must start with

high temperature, and
constant temperature.

a

low tenperature and raise to

still,

others germinate best at a

And so a germinating oven is of

great help since temperatures can be regulated.

During the past year, the author tried some
tests, using muffin tins as the germinating pans.

ilot-

ters were used as the medium for the transfer of moisture.
Glass was placed over the tins to prevent the escape of
too much moisture.
as possible.

rhe temperature was kept as constant

Figure 4 illustrates the setup used.

Al-

though tests were run on two ceparate sets of seeds, mold
would get into the seeds before the test was half over
and the partial data had to be throvrn out.

It was thought

that the temperature was kept too high and so mold started.

Precautions were taken to prevent the inception of mold
but it continued to thrive.
tests, chemical in nat-

There are several othe

ure, which have been heralded as accurate germination

tests.

One of these is the use of sulphuric acid to has-

ten germination.

A test of tbis sort was set up by the

author, but due to unavoidable circumstances, the test
could not be brought to a close,
of soaking the

samles of seeds

The process consisted

solution of sul-

in a 3

phuric acid for varying tiues from

1 to

60 minutes and

then placing them on the surface of boxes of sterilized
sand kept moist.

The boxes of sand vrere kept in as nearly

controlled a temperture as was possible.
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Fig. 4

I:urfin tin as

germinainF pan.

e
a.
b.
e.
d.
e.
f.

Glass cover.
Surface covered rith seed
Large iiee of blotter
Small pieces of blotter
muffin tin
water

Fig. 5 --- Germination flat.

T

a.
b.

Sand with seed sown in it.
Germination box or flat
(nay be with or without glass nover)
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The biochemical 1iethod of testIng seed, developed in the last few years by

.

E.

Eidniann,

consists of

solution of sod-

treating the seed sanpies vrith a 1 to 3
(9)
juin

biselenite (TaESeO3),

The seeds are first punctured

at the seed cover and then soaked in distilled water at

room temperature for a period of 24 hours.

Then they are

placed in the solution of sodium biselenite and soaked at

room temperature for another
of this period,

the:,T

24:

At the end

hour period.

are removed, the seeds opened, and

Seeds are

the embryos examined with the aid of a lens.

classified as to
Group

I

he following groups.

----Entire surface of seed dyed a rich red.

Group II ---Ïntensively dyed only in part of surface.

Group III --eakly dyed thruout; less than 2/3 discolored.

Group IV ---Not dyed or dyed over not more than 1/3
of the surface.

The total number of seeds in

grous

ï

an II in-

dicate the tree utility or plant potentiality percent.

Adding the number of seed from Gro"p III to this sum will
rive the germination capacity.

non-germinating seed.

he fourth group are the

A test of this sort

hich not only

gives the germination capacity but also the potentiality
is valuable it it will give a true representativ figure.

If the sodium biselenite can be made available to those

who wish to use it, then perhaps this test is one of the
b est.

23.

The author has attempted to secure some sodium
'oiselenite but found it very hard to find.

that it

t

ould be necessary to send back east to

to get soue.

found

-as

ew York

Rather than do this a student in chemistry

was contaced with the hope that he might be able to make
the compound.

been procured.

Up to the present, the cheuical has not
ut the seed is all ready and it is hoped

that the test may be run and incorporated into the thesis.
ftpecîes

Germinative %

Plant Potentiality

Oregon Oak
Broadleaf :Laple
Oregon Ash

s

Hot water to hasten gerinivation has also been
tried but with varying degrees of success deoending on
the species of seed tried.

24.
QTThfl

Seed

si;.orage

r

A

tV

and collection play a highly im-

portant part in the later growth and vigor of the seedi-ing.

Collection and storage vary as to the species in-

volved, and no one method can be used for all species.

Acorns of oak are best stored by stratification in wet
sand and storage in a cold storage room.
and ash are

'est

Jiruit of

stored by stratification of seed

maple
i:

sand

and placing in a cold s.orage unit.

Tree seeds vary as to treatment depending upon

Although many tests have

the species of tree represented.

been used in seed testing, one

s

yet to be found that will

truly represent conditions as they are and yet take a short
time to complete.

Of those reviewed, the biocherdcal test

and an adaptation of the hastening of germination by sul-

phuric acid show much promise.

!Iany of the

other tests

are not feasible for the forester because of lack of utility or of expense.

A set of records that should be kept while testing seed should include the following.
1.

Species or variety

2.

Number of seeds per

3.

Purity of seed by percent based on weight of clean

ond

by clean seed.

seed.
4.

Viability of seed by seed cutting test on duplic:te
specimens as those of germination test.

5.

G-ermination test.

25.
a.

b.
c.

Date of start of test.
ate of first germination

Course of germination at

5 da:-

intervals for

at least 50 days.
d.

Viability by cutting test of non-erniinating
seed 50 days sfter sowing.

Although the data on number of seeds
is felt to be
it

er pound

quite accurate as vieil as that on purity,

is felt that the figures on

germination percentages

are not accurate to stand alone, but should be further

substantiated as was the author?s itention.
ït is recommended that further work be done on

these species as vell as other species of Oregon hardwoods
on which there is no data concèrning germination or seeds

per pound so that this data would be available i-hen needed.

26.

e

Fo1iae

and fruit of Oregon

hite Jr Garry Oak
(Q,uercus garryana

?7.

Fruit and foliage of Oregon

hilTe

Ash (Fraxinus oregona

28.
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